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Topographic downscaling

Inverse distance weighting (IDW) is a deterministic interpolation technique, so the size of prediction errors
cannot be quantified [1]. Interpolated values are based on a weighted average of n nearest-neighbor observations. In IDW, observed values close to prediction locations are assumed to be more influential in the
prediction compared to observed values far from prediction locations. As the power, p and the number of
nearest neighbors n increases, the smoothness of the interpolated surface increases. IDW is an exact interpolator, which means that if a prediction location, s0 corresponds to an observed location si , the predicted
value at s0 will be identical to the value at location si . The general equations for IDW are as follows:

Y (s0 ) =

n
X

wi (s0 )Y (si ),

i=1

w̃i (s0 )
,
wi (s0 ) = Pn
`=1 w` (s0 )
1
.
w̃i (s0 ) =
d(si , s0 )p
The IDW interpolated value at location s0 is Y (s0 ), d(si , s0 ) is the distance between observed location
si and prediction location s0 , n is the number of nearest-neighbor observed locations that contribute to the
interpolated value Y (s0 ), and p is the power parameter.
Topographic downscaling is a variation on IDW that is often used for high- resolution downscaling [2].
Topographic downscaling consists of three main steps:
1. Construction of a historical, empirical lapse rate (relationship between precipitationTMAX and elevation);
2. Adjustment of raw model data to reference elevation (200m) using estimated lapse rate parameters
and interpolation of adjusted model data to desired locations using IDW;
3. Back-transformation of interpolated values using estimated lapse rate parameters.
We estimated elevational lapse rates using methods by [2] and [3]. Elevational lapse rates were calculated
using historical (1970-1999) GHCND station records. Because precipitation has a nonlinear relationship
with elevation [3], we estimated the lapse rate with the nonlinear transformation in (1)
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Psta = Pref


1 + χ(zsta − zref )
,
1 − χ(zsta − zref )

(1)

where Psta is the mean daily precipitation at a GHCND station location, Pref is the reference precipitation
(mean daily precipitation at the reference elevation), χ is the elevational lapse rate (◦ Cm−1 ), and zsta and
zref are the station and reference elevations (m), respectively. The reference elevation was set to the median
elevation (200 m), following the methods of [2]. The parameter χ was estimated using nonlinear-weighted
least squares with the function nls in R. Our result for the elevational lapse rate (0.00025) corresponded
to that found by [2].
Next, transformed model data were interpolated to GHNCD station locations using IDW. We used a
weight of 2 and 9 nearest neighbors for all IDW interpolation, following methods by [2]. Interpolated daily
precipitation values interpolated to the fine-scale grid were back-transformed using (2):


1 + χ(zf ine − zref )
,
(2)
Pf ine, interp = Pref, interp
1 − χ(zf ine − zref )
where Pf ine, interp , elevation-adjusted high resolution precipitation value, and Pref, interp is the interpolated
precipitation value at reference elevation.
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Bayesian ANOVA details

Table 1 shows pairwise comparisons for log-transformed MAE and MAE95 metrics among EQM-, EQMLIN-corrected, and raw model data. The intercept, β0 and coefficient β1 were both given N (0, 1 × 10−6 )
priors, and a U nif (0, 100) prior was used for the standard deviation, σ. All models were run with 30,000
iterations with a burn-in of 3000 and three Markov-chain-Monte-Carlo (MCMC) chains. Convergence of
MCMC chains was assessed ocularly with trace plots. Pairwise comparisons were computed using Tukey’s
method [4].
Table 1: Pairwise comparisons of posterior means of log-transformed MAE and MAE95 metrics among
EQM-, EQM-LIN- corrected, and raw model (Mod) data. ‘Lower’ and ‘Upper’ denote lower and upper 95%
highest posterior density (HPD) intervals, and ‘Std Error’ refers to the standard error of the difference in
means of posterior distributions. Significant comparisons at the 5% significance levels are denoted with (*).
Difference estimate
EQM - EQM-LIN*
Mod - EQM-LIN*
Mod - EQM*
EQM - EQM-LIN
Mod - EQM-LIN*
Mod - EQM*

Estimate

Std Error

MAE95
0.342
1.04
0.702
MAE
0.0751
0.433
0.359
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Lower

Upper

0.142
0.142
0.142

0.0567
0.768
0.420

0.613
1.32
0.975

0.110
0.110
0.110

-0.142
0.217
0.139

0.290
0.647
0.573

Figure 1: Posterior density of log-transformed MAE (mm) for EQM-, EQM-LIN- corrected, and raw model
(Mod) data. Plots are computed from posterior draws with all chains merged. Median values are denoted
by vertical lines, and shaded areas denote the 50% credible interval around the median.
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Figure 2: Posterior density of log-transformed MAE95 (mm) for EQM-, EQM-LIN- corrected, and raw
model (Mod) data. Plots are computed from posterior draws with all chains merged. Median values are
denoted by vertical lines, and shaded areas denote the 50% credible interval around the median.
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Figure 3: Posterior means (black dots) of differences for log-transformed MAE (mm) among EQM-, EQMLIN- corrected, and raw model (Mod) data. Black lines denote 95% credible intervals. Credible intervals
that cross the dotted line are not considered significant at the 5% significance level.
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Figure 4: Posterior means (black dots) of differences for log-transformed MAE95 (mm) among EQM-,
EQM-LIN- corrected, and raw model (Mod) data. Black lines denote 95% credible intervals. Credible
intervals that cross the dotted line are not considered significant at the 5% significance level.
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Additional bias-correction methods

In addition to EQM-LIN and EQM, we also evaluated distribution mapping (DM) using the gamma distribution (DM-GAMMA) and a hybrid DM approach using EQM for correcting the bulk of model data and
the generalized Pareto distribution (GPD) for correcting upper quantiles (EQM-GPD). DM-GAMMA is a
common method for bias-correcting model precipitation data [5], [6] [7], and EQM-GPD has been shown
to outperform DM-GAMMA in correcting extreme tails [8], [9]. We also included quantile delta mapping
(QDM) [10], a trend-preserving method that is less susceptible to overfitting on calibration data and has
been shown to effectively correct precipitation extremes [10]. We refer the reader to [10] for a detailed
explanation of QDM. DM-GAMMA was implemented using the qmap package [7] in R. EQM-GPD was implemented using a combination of functions from the qmap package as well as custom code. Bias-correction
via QDM was carried out using the MBC package [11] in R.

3.1

DM-GAMMA

Bias-correction correction via DM is accomplished through the use of a transfer function (TF) that minimizes
the difference between the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of model and observed data [12]. The
Gamma distribution is frequently used to model wet-day precipitation and is often used for bias-correction
via DM [5], [6] [7]. Here, we use the Bernoulli-Gamma distribution, a mixture model. The Bernoulli
6

distribution is models the occurrence of zeros with probability of 1-p, while precipitation values greater
than 0 are fit to the Gamma distribution. The probability density function (PDF) of the Bernoulli-Gamma
distribution is expressed as:
(
p · γ(x) if x > 0
f (x) =
1−p
if x ≤ 0
The Gamma pdf is specified as
γ(x|θ, k) =

e−x/θ xk−1
,
Γ(k)θk

where f (P |θ, k) is the Gamma PDF, P is daily wet-day precipitation, k and θ are the shape and scale
parameters, respectively, and Γ is the Gamma function [13]. The corrected daily precipitation value, xcorr,t
can be expressed via the TF as:
−1
xcorr,t = Fobs
(Fmod (xmod,t |θmod , kmod )|θobs , kobs ),

(3)

−1
where xcorr,t is the corrected daily precipitation value, Fobs
is Gamma-Bernoulli quantile function for
−1
observed data, Fmod denotes the Gamma-Bernoulli cumulative distribution function (CDF) for observed
data; xmod,t is the model precipitation value on day t, and θmod , kmod , θobs , kobs are estimated shape and rate
parameters of fitted Gamma CDFs for model and observed data, respectively. Rate and scale parameters
were estimated using the method of maximum likelihood. Observed and model precipitation distributions
were estimated using 10,000 quantiles.

3.2

EQM-GPD

EQM-GPD is a hybrid approach in which daily model precipitation below a specified threshold were corrected using EQM, while TFs for precipitation values above the threshold were constructed by fitting
observed and model data to GPD distributions [14]. The GPD distribution function with shape and scale
parameters ξ and σ is given by (4)

1
1
(1 − ξy/σ) ξ −1 , ξ 6= 0, σ > 0
σ
,
(4)
f (y) =
1
exp(−y/σ), ξ = 0, σ > 0
σ
where 0 ≤ y ≤ ∞ if ξ ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ y ≤ −σ/ξ if ξ < 0 [15]. The TF used to correct daily model precipitation
is:
(
ecdf−1
Xmod,t < ecdf−1
obs (ecdfmod (Pmod,t )),
mod (τGP D )
(5)
Pcorr,t =
−1
Fobs (Fmod (Pmod,t |ξmod , σmod )|ξobs , σobs ), Pmod,t > ecdf−1
mod (τGP D ).
In (5), Pcorr,t is the corrected daily precipitationvalue, FP and FP−1 denote the CDF and quantile function
of the GPD, respectively, Pmod,t is the model precipitation value on day t, θ and k are estimated shape
and rate parameters, and 0 < τGP D < 1. We chose the threshold to be the 95th quantile of observed or
model precipitation, because we found that values above the 95th quantiles of both model and observed
data could be adequately fitted to GPDs. Use the of 95th quantile agrees with previous studies [9] [8] in
which GPDs were used for bias-correction approaches. Various approaches have been used to select the
threshold; [8], [16], and [9] used the 95th quantile, [17] used the 95th or 99th quantile, [18] estimated the
threshold using a probability weighted moments estimator, and [19] inspected mean-excess plots. Thus,
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−1
we define τGP D = 0.95 as the value at which ecdf−1
obs and ecdfmod are evaluated. To clarify, although τGP D
= 0.95, the actual quantile values (in mm precipitation) varied for each month and data type (observed
−1
and model) as ecdf−1
obs (τGP D ) is not necessarily equal to ecdfmod (τGP D ) for a given month. GPDs were fit to
observed and model data using maximum likelihood (ML) with the R package ExtRemes [20].

3.3
3.3.1

Results for additional bias-correction methods
MAE and MAE95

Bayesian ANOVAs was carried out to compared mean MAE and MAE95 among all methods. The analyses
was conducted as described for main manuscript results.
MAE For mean MAE, QDM performed best, followed by EQM-LIN (although results were not significantly different). DM-GAMMA performed similarly to EQM, and EQM-GPD provided only a marginal
improvement over raw model data (Figure 5 a). (Table 2 shows all pairwise differences; Figures 6, 7, 8
show posterior distributions, differences in posterior distributions, and effect sizes, respectively for the MAE
ANOVA analysis).

Figure 5: Monthly mean MAE (mm) (a) and MAE95 (mm) (b) for raw model (Mod), EQM-, EQM-LIN-,
EQM-GPD-, DM-GAMMA, and QDM-corrected data. Please note the difference in y-axes limits for plots
a and b.
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Figure 6: Posterior densities of log-transformed MAE (mm) for EQM-, EQM-LIN-, EQM-GPD, DMGAMMA-, and QDM-corrected, and raw model (Mod) data. Plots are computed from posterior draws
with all chains merged. Median values are denoted by vertical lines, and shaded areas denote the 50%
credible interval around the median.
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Figure 7: Posterior densities of pairwise differences of log-transformed MAE (mm) among EQM-, EQMLIN-, EQM-GPD, DM-GAMMA-, and QDM-corrected, and raw model (Mod) data. Plots are computed
from posterior draws with all chains merged. Median values are denoted by vertical lines, and shaded areas
denote the 50% credible interval around the median. Differences that are signficant are denoted with (*).
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Figure 8: Posterior means (black dots) of differences for log-transformed MAE95 (mm) among EQM-, EQMLIN-, EQM-GPD, DM-GAMMA-, and QDM-corrected, and raw model (Mod) data. Black lines denote 95%
credible intervals. HPD Credible intervals that cross the dotted line are not considered significant at the
5% significance level; intervals that do not include 0 are denoted with (*).
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Table 2: Pairwise comparisons of posterior means of log-transformed MAE among EQM-, EQM-LINcorrected, raw model (Mod), DM-GAMMA-, EQM-GPD-, and QDM-corrected data. ‘Lower’ and ‘Upper’
denote lower and upper 95% highest posterior density (HPD) intervals, and ‘Std Error’ refers to the standard
error of the difference in means of posterior distributions. HPD intervals that do not include 0 are denoted
with (*).
Comparison
EQM-GPD - DM-GAMMA*
EQM-LIN - DM-GAMMA
EQM - DM-GAMMA
MOD - DM-GAMMA*
QDM - DM-GAMMA
EQM-LIN - EQM-GPD*
EQM - EQM-GPD
MOD - EQM-GPD
QDM - EQM-GPD*
EQM - EQM-LIN
MOD - EQM-LIN*
QDM - EQM-LIN
MOD - EQM*
QDM - EQM
QDM - MOD*

Difference estimate
0.21
-0.11
-0.04
0.33
-0.19
-0.32
-0.25
0.11
-0.40
0.07
0.43
-0.08
0.36
-0.15
-0.51

Std Error Lower Upper
0.11
0.01
0.42
0.11
-0.32
0.09
0.10
-0.24
0.17
0.11
0.12
0.53
0.11
-0.39
0.02
0.10
-0.53
-0.12
0.11
-0.45
-0.04
0.11
-0.09
0.32
0.11
-0.61
-0.20
0.10
-0.13
0.28
0.11
0.22
0.64
0.11
-0.28
0.13
0.11
0.15
0.57
0.11
-0.36
0.05
0.11
-0.72
-0.31

MAE95 For mean MAE95, EQM-LIN performed significantly better than any other method. Like results
for MAE, DM-GAMMA performed similarly to EQM. EQM-GPD performed worse and did not provide
improvement over raw model data and, in fact, increased MAE95 values for months 2,3,4,6,7 and 11 (Figure
5 b). While QDM provided an overall significant improvement in MAE95 over raw model data the effect
size was small (Figure 11). QDM provided no improvement over raw model data during months in which
extreme precipitation is already substantially overestimated in raw model data (months 8, and 9) (Figure
5 b). (Table 3 shows all pairwise differences; Figures 9, 10, 11 show posterior distributions, differences in
posterior distributions, and effect sizes, respectively, for the MAE95 ANOVA analysis).
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Figure 9: Posterior densities of log-transformed MAE95 (mm) for EQM-, EQM-LIN-, EQM-GPD, DMGAMMA-, and QDM-corrected, and raw model (Mod) data. Plots are computed from posterior draws
with all chains merged. Median values are denoted by vertical lines, and shaded areas denote the 50%
credible interval around the median. Differences that are signficant are denoted with (*).
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Figure 10: Posterior densities of pairwise differences of log-transformed MAE95 (mm) among EQM-, EQMLIN-, EQM-GPD, DM-GAMMA-, and QDM-corrected, and raw model (Mod) data. Plots are computed
from posterior draws with all chains merged. Median values are denoted by vertical lines, and shaded areas
denote the 50% credible interval around the median.
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Figure 11: Posterior means (black dots) of differences for log-transformed MAE95 (mm) among EQM-,
EQM-LIN-, EQM-GPD, DM-GAMMA-, and QDM-corrected, and raw model (Mod) data. Black lines denote 95% credible intervals. HPD Credible intervals that cross the dotted line are not considered significant
at the 5% significance level; intervals that do not include 0 are denoted with (*).
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Table 3: Pairwise comparisons of posterior means of log-transformed MAE95 among EQM-, EQM-LINcorrected, raw model (Mod), DM-GAMMA-, EQM-GPD-, and QDM-corrected data. ‘Lower’ and ‘Upper’
denote lower and upper 95% highest posterior density (HPD) intervals, and ‘Std Error’ refers to the standard
error of the difference in means of posterior distributions. HPD intervals that do not include 0 are denoted
with (*).
Comparison
EQM-GPD - DM-GAMMA*
EQM-LIN - DM-GAMMA*
EQM - DM-GAMMA
MOD - DM-GAMMA*
QDM - DM-GAMMA*
EQM-LIN - EQM-GPD*
EQM - EQM-GPD*
MOD - EQM-GPD
QDM - EQM-GPD*
EQM - EQM-LIN*
MOD - EQM-LIN*
QDM - EQM-LIN*
MOD - EQM*
QDM - EQM*
QDM - MOD*
3.3.2

Difference estimate
0.88
-0.31
0.03
0.73
0.42
-1.19
-0.85
-0.15
-0.46
0.34
1.04
0.73
0.70
0.39
-0.31

Std error Lower Upper
0.13
0.62
1.14
0.13
-0.57
-0.06
0.13
-0.23
0.29
0.13
0.48
0.99
0.13
0.17
0.68
0.13
-1.45
-0.93
0.13
-1.11
-0.60
0.13
-0.41
0.10
0.13
-0.71
-0.20
0.13
0.08
0.60
0.13
0.78
1.29
0.13
0.47
0.98
0.13
0.45
0.96
0.13
0.13
0.65
0.13
-0.56
-0.05

ETCCDI indices

QDM and DM-GAMMA performed similarly to EQM and EQM-LIN with respect to ‘D’ and ‘S’ indices
(Figures 12, 13). QDM and DM-GAMMA resulted in larger underestimations of WetDays compared to
EQM and EQM-LIN; however, distributions of TotalP calculated from DM-GAMMA- and QDM-correcteddata were similar to those of observed data (Figure 14). SPI was overestimated by raw model and all
bias-corrected data. EQM-GPD performed worst overall, and bias-correction via EQM-GPD adversely
affected results for S90 and S95 compared to raw model data (e.g. distributional discrepancies of S90
and S95 compared to observed data were increased) (Figure 13). EQM-GPD provided some improvement
over raw model data for TotalP, but the distribution of TotalP was still significantly different from that
of observed data (Figure 14). Overall, EQM-LIN and EQM resulted in larger improvements to ETCCDI
indices than any other bias-correction method tested in this study.
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Figure 12: Boxplots of a) D90, D95, and D99 for observed (Obs), model (Mod), EQM-, EQM-LIN-, EQMGPD-, DM-GAMMA, and QDM-corrected data. Boxplots reflect 30 annual values for each data type and
ETCCDI index. Significance of KS-tests of distributional similarity of Mod, EQM, EQM-LIN, EQM-GPD,
DM-GAMMA, or QDM, compared to Obs at α = 0.05, adjusted with the Holm-Bonferroni method, are
indicated with (*).
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Figure 13: D90, D95, and D99 for observed (Obs), model (Mod), EQM-, EQM-LIN-, EQM-GPD-, DMGAMMA, and QDM-corrected data. Boxplots reflect 30 annual values for each data type and ETCCDI
index. Significance of KS-tests of distributional similarity of Mod, EQM, EQM-LIN, EQM-GPD, DMGAMMA, or QDM, compared to Obs at α = 0.05, adjusted with the Holm-Bonferroni method, are indicated
with (*).
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Figure 14: Boxplots of TotalP, WetDays, and SPI for observed (Obs), model (Mod), EQM-, EQM-LIN-,
EQM-GPD-, DM-GAMMA, and QDM-corrected data. Boxplots reflect 30 annual values for each data
type and ETCCDI index. Significance of KS-tests of distributional similarity of Mod, EQM, EQM-LIN,
EQM-GPD, DM-GAMMA, or QDM, compared to Obs at α = 0.05, adjusted with the Holm-Bonferroni
method, are indicated with (*).
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A visual examination of WRF wet bias with respect to observed data

The excess of low-precipitation days in raw model data can be visualized with histograms. Histograms in
Figures 15 and 16 show the percent contribution to total monthly precipitation within 2mm bin widths for
the entire distribution of raw model and observed data by month. In nearly all months, the contribution of
low-precipitation amounts to total precipitation is greater for raw model compared to observed data. The
difference is most striking for summer and early fall months.
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Figure 15: Proportion contribution to total daily precipitation by 2mm bin widths for months 1-6 over the
calibration period 1976-2005. Raw model data are denoted by black lines, and observed data are denoted
by red lines.
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Figure 16: Proportion contribution to total daily precipitation by 2mm bin widths for months 7-12 over the
calibration period 1976-2005. Raw model data are denoted by black lines, and observed data are denoted
by red lines.
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5

WRF physics settings
Table 4: Physics settings and details for the WRF model
Setting
Microphysics

Radiation

Boundary layer

Cumulus convection

Land surface physics

Surface layer physics

Details
WRF Single–moment 6–class Scheme (Hong, S.–Y., and J.–O. J. Lim, 2006:
The WRF single–moment 6–class microphysics scheme (WSM6).
J. Korean Meteor. Soc., 42, 129–151.)
RRTMG Shortwave and Longwave Schemes (Iacono, M. J., J. S. Delamere, E. J. Mlawer, M.
W. Shephard, S. A. Clough, and W. D. Collins, 2008: Radiative forcing by long–lived
greenhouse gases: Calculations with the
AER radiative transfer models. J. Geophys.
Res., 113, D13103. doi:10.1029/2008JD009944)
Mellor–Yamada–Janjic Scheme (MYJ) (Janjic, Zavisa I., 1994: The Step–Mountain Eta
Coordinate Model: Further developments of the convection, viscous sublayer, and
turbulence closure schemes. Mon.
Wea. Rev., 122, 927–945. doi:10.1175/1520-0493(1994)122%3c0927:TSMECM%3e2.0.CO;2)
New Simplified Arakawa–Schubert Scheme (for Basic WRF) (Han, Jongil and Hua–Lu Pan, 2011:
Revision of convection and vertical diffusion schemes in the NCEP Global Forecast System.
Wea. Forecasting, 26, 520–533. doi:10.1175/WAF-D-10-05038.1)
Unified Noah Land Surface Model (Tewari, M., F. Chen, W. Wang, J. Dudhia, M. A.
LeMone, K. Mitchell, M. Ek, G. Gayno, J. Wegiel, and R. H. Cuenca, 2004: Implementation and
verification of the unified NOAH land surface model in the WRF model. 20th conference on
weather analysis and forecasting/16th conference on numerical weather prediction, pp. 11–15.)
Eta Similarity Scheme (Janjic, Z. I., 1994: The step-mountain Eta coordinate model: further
developments of the convection, viscous sublayer and turbulence closure schemes. Mon. Wea.
Rev., 122, 927–945. doi:10.1175/1520-0493(1994)122<0927:TSMECM>2.0.CO;2)
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